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SA council largest in five years

Join the Projector sweetheart.

by Bob Armstrong
•

•

It could be the start of a
beautiful friendship.

SA President Dave Church

The 1979-80 edition of the RRCC
Students' Association Council is
the largest in nine years, according to SA President Dave
Church.
This year's council has 21
members; 6 from Business
Administration, 7 from the Industrial and Technology courses,
5 from Applied Arts and Teacher
Education, and 3 from Computer
Analyst Programming.
Last year's council had 11
members, with 2 from the Industrial and Technology courses.

The greater number of councillors will provide for equal
representation from the whole
school, Church.
One of the new council's first
jobs will be to decide on a formula for council representation.
A formula had existed before but
was never followed, according to
SA Vice President Darrell
Driver. Changes in some course
enrollments and the movement of
Adult Basic Education from Red
River affected the number of
students'in some constituencies.

Four council seats were filled
last Juen; one Technology, and
three Business Administration
seats. The rest • of the CAP, Industrial and Technology, and
Applied Arts and Teacher
Education seats have been filled
by acclamation.
Council elections were held in
Business Administration, last
Thursday, where 6 students were
competing for 3 remaining seats.
Winners of the BA election
were Greg Eiers, Doug
Basarowich, and Bev Thomson.

A recount had been ordered, but
it did not change the results.
The first council meeting of the
year was held on Oct. 9th.
The large council won't be an
organizational problem, said
Church. But with the large
number of • councillors, attendance may be a problem.
Church will be cracking down on
a by-law that calls for removal
from council for missing two
consecutive meetings. Should
any councillors be ejected for
poor attendance, a by-election
will be held to fill the vacancy.
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Leming Resources Centre

Staff seats reviewed
by Peggy Coverdale
The insistence of maintaining
"Staff Only" tables in the
Voyageur Dining Room by RRCC
professors is once again a student
concern.
Last February the "Staff Only"
signs were removed on the
recommendation of the Food
Services Committee who deemed
the section unnecessary.
A motion to put back the signs
again allowing staff separate
dining privileges was bought
before the Academic Council
March 19, 1979 by electrical
technology professor Edward
Read. The motion passed. There
were no student representatives
at that particular meeting held
during term break.
Support for the motion came in
the form of a petition circulated
by Read and endorsed by 200
RRCC instructors who favored
the staff only dining section.
Read told the council the
motion wasn't presented to
create bad feeling between instructors and students: He said
many instructors spend long
hours with students and feel they
can function more efficiently if
they have time during the noon
hour to discuss "policies, exams
and developments in the college.
This is impossible if students are
present." A reserved dining
section allows the instructors to
hold discussions in private
without worrying about wasting
time looking for tables in the
cafeterias said Read.
SA president Dave Church
disapproves of "Staff Only"
reserved tables. He says, "I don't
see any reason why staff should
have certain privileges in a
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About 100 students from J H Bruns Collegiate shined shoes at RRCC as part of
Shinearama. The proceeds go to Cyctic Fibrosis. photo Frank Reimer
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SA establishesgrievance route

by Bob Armstrong
ti

The Projector needs you. Whether you're a writer,
photographer, artist, typist, or paste up artist there's a place
for you at the Projector. Staff meetings are held every
Thursday noon. Deadline for submissions is Tuesday noon for
the next Tuesday's issue. Play it, Projector. If you want to join,
just whistle.

Projector

Students with any kind of
grievance at Red River may now
take their complaint to the SA
executive before going to the
Academic Appeals Board.
The new grievance procedure,
established by SA vice-president
Darrell Driver and president
Dave Church, gives the student
more support when dealing with
the administration.
Under the old system, the
student first took his complaint to
the instructor involved, then to
the department head, then to the-

principal, and finally to the
Academic Appeals Board. The
board consists of the Supervisor
of Student Services, Ray
Newman; the department head;
the instructor and principal involved in the grievance, and two
SA representatives, Eric
Skoglund and Dave Church.
Under the new procedure, the
SA executive will listen to the
student's complaint, and if they
feel it is justified, will accompany
the student when he makes his
complaint.

government facility where
everyone pays the full price of a
meal."
A spokesman for the Manitoba
Human Rights Commission said
a legal opinion is necessary to
determine if a complaint can be
lodged in this case. "We operate
under the Human Rights Act
which prohibits discrimination on
the grounds of race, religion and
sex. This seems to be a case of
discrimination on the basis of
employment. Since students are
prohibited from sitting in the
reserved area. The Human
Rights Act appears to cover such
situations", he said.
The staff only issue will be
raised by student representatives
at the next Academic Council
meeting. As many as 12
representatives from the student
body may sit on the Academic
Council.
As of now student concerns
about the reserved section in the
Voyageur still exist. Many
reserved seats remain empty at
lunch hour while students try to
find tables. Of the 200 instructors
who signed the petition, how
many eat at the Voyageur dining
room? Some instructors don't use
the reserved section asked for by
their peers. They sit at other
tables which should be free for
students.
When asked his opinion of the
staff's method of reinstating the
reserved dining section, Church
commented, "I think the petition
is a childish way to go about it. If
the students wanted they could
get a petition with 2000 student
names, but what would that
prove?"

The old procedure was very
frustrating and often the student
felt intimidated, according to
Driver. "Students have the right
to contact the executive first," he
said.
One objective of the new
procedure is to see if course and
instructor evaluations are
needed. If the executive finds
complaints piling up against
certain instructors, that information could be used to push
for evaluations, said Church and
Driver.
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Every drop counts
by Shirley Muir and Shirley
Neufeld

Tuesday Oct. 9 to
Thursday Oct. 11. Paul
Hann, the Cockney
Cowboy, Artist in
Residence. 11.1 Tower
Lounge.

Variety Week

Coming up, Pub Rally,
October
26.
Registration forms at
the SA office DM 20.

By noon Tuesday, the Red
Cross Mobile Clinic held in the
South Gym had collected 150 of
the 250 pints of blood needed.
Students who donated blood
contributed to hemophelia, burn
and anemia patients.
One hemophiliac patient
requires 200 to 600 pints of blood
for a major operation, Joy
Hunter, Red Cross representative, said.
The Mobile Clinic collects blood
every Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday from all over Manitoba
and North Western Ontario. They
also supply blood to these areas.

Tuesday Oct. 9 to
Thursday Oct. 11.
Video Tape Network
presents Richard
Pryor, the madcap and
very funny comedian,
in concert. 11.1 in the
and Gold
Greer*
Lunchroom.

Monday Oct. 15
concert to be announced. Tuesday Oct.
16, The OJ Anderson
Mime Show. 11.1
Tower Lounge.

Memphis Piano Red in
concert, Tower Lounge
11.1 Thursday, Oct. 18.

•

RRCC students gave the gift of life recently at a Red Cross blood donor clinic in the
photo Frank Reimer
South Gym.

Women's centre
combined with
tutorial service
by Penni Mitchell

Athletes need medical trainer
by Gaby Bartsch

Everyone at RRCC agrees that
a medical trainer is esential for
college athletics. However, as
usual, funds are not available.
"The government hasn't got
enough money budgeted. It's as
simple as that," according to Don
Hillman, business manager for
the SA.
Joe DiCurzio, sports director,
put a plea in the budget for a
medical trainer, but the SA is
only responsible for the varisty
program on a share-cost basis
and it was decided that it should
be put in the provincial budget.
The SA is in agreement with the
35-65 per cent split but the

government sets the limit.
The government recognizes the
college as an educational institution therefore when money is
allocated to the various departments the Phys. Ed. department
seems to come up short.
Most of the coaches can tape
injuries but in the instance of
more serious injuries, the coach
takes the players to the hospital.
DiCurzio says, "We need a
physiotherapist. We have a
trainer for hockey but we hire
him out of the school. They have
no expertise, they just learn as
they go along. That's only for
hockey and he's not just a
medical trainer, he also looks
after uniforms and e tent.

But people aren't injured just in
varsity sports, also in intramurals."
It would be beneficial to have
such a person on staff at all times
and DiCurzio is in agreement
with this. "I think we should have
a medical trainer on all the
time."
The question is how the teams
can obtain such a trainer.
Already this year several
athletes have been injured during
practise, which will set back their
training a few weeks. Perhaps if
trainers were on hand the
severity of the injury could be
lessened.

Red River's Women's Centre
has been integrated into a larger
tutorial service, now being offered in Room 615, Building C.
The women's program, formerly available to single mothers
attending the college, was
discontinued last year after an
assessment of the pilot project,
said Bob Ramrattan, Supervisor

RESEARCH
CANADA'S LARGEST SERVICE
Send now for latest catalog.
Thousands of termpapers on all
subjects. Enclose $5.00 to cover
return postage.

ESSAY SERVICES
67 Yonge St, suits• #504
Toronto, Ontario, Canada

Seminars on

M5E 1 J8

(416) 366-6549

Freebie Film Festival
presents, Invasion of
the Body Snatchers, a
contemporary classic.
Wednesday, Oct. 17.
11.1, 4.6, 7.9, in the
White Lecture Theatre.

Jazz Recording Artist,
Catherine Moses in
concert. Wednesday,
Oct. 17, 11-1 Tower
Lounge.

Friday Feature At- os.
traction, Disco Pub.
3:30 • to 7:30 in the
South Gym, admission
$1.00.

Video Tape Network
presents, Night of the
Living Dead. Monday,
Oct 15 Tower Lounge.
Oct. 16,17,18, Green
and Gold Lunchroom.

employment
centre
on campus

' Room C-2t1
Tess Building

interview preparation
career counseling
occupational information
resume writing
lob search program
employer information
Providing full, part-time, and summer employment service to
cooperation
with red river community college.
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13:00am to 4:30 pm

Previously, a donor had to be 18
to give blood, but recently, 17year-olds have been allowed to
donate with parental consent. A
person may donate up to four
times in one year.
The Red Cross relies totally on
volunteers, unlike their
American counterparts who pay
for blood donations. However, in
the U.S., patients must pay for
blood they receive. Through
publicity and phone calls the Red
Cross is able to get enough
volunteers to donate blood.
Hunter, staff nurse, says there
will be another mobile clinic at
the college in January or
February.

Preparation

of Adult Basic Education Centre.
The Centre, sponsored by
Canada Manpower under the
Mother's Allowance Program,
was a place where single mothers
could discuss the common
problems they were facing in
returning to an academic
situation.
Because the concept of
academic counselling is relative
to all students, a general Tutorial
Centre has been established to
attend problems facing all
college students.
Presently, there are two fulltime counsellors, Francis Martin
and Adria Burkhardt, at the
Tutorial Centre. Appointments
are made by visiting the Centre,
located in Building C, and
arrangements can be made to
visit the offices after school hours
if necessary. As well, there is a
referral program, whereby
counsellors at the Tutorial Centre
will refer students to the College
counselling offices located on the
main floor of Building C, for
personal counselling.

for Recruiting
will be arrranged
in November
and December
with graduating
Diploma classes
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January, 1980
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Any students interested in having
transmission work done on their
car call ex. 267 for appointment

Monday to Friday
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None of your
Business but as • •

by Bob Armstrong

CNN

ciff'"S

by Michael Balagus

The action in the Red River student media game seems to have
shifted from the Projector offices to the courtyard cave where our
sisters in service, CMOR, make their home.
Assistant manager Earle Kowelawiche resigned last week and it
was not exactly the cleanest divorce in history. According to station
manager Roger Bockstael, things have been "pretty cold around here
since Earle left". The fact that Roger and Earle rarely agreed on the
time of day is no secret. And judging from the atmosphere around the
campus station, the rest of the folks at CMOR have taken sides in the
dispute.
The official line is Earle resigned because he had too many other
commitments. If you believe that I've got a bridge you might be interested in.
The adidas grape vine tells me Earle was on his way out anyway.
Part of Earle's job was the sale of advertising for the station. If you
want to know how well he was doing just count the number of ads on
CMOR tommorow. Earle was probably forced to resign.
Certainly in any business if you're not doing your job you've got to
face the music. However, advertising and CMOR have never really
been synonymous.
It looks like it came down to Earle or Roger for the sake of the

station and old "Glory". Earle lost.
The heroes and villains in this drama are not obvioua but the cast of
grow.
to
continues
characters
Bockstael has become openly critical of the SA's role in CMOR. I think
the word he used was interference. The SA tells them when to buy
records, when not to, which ones to play and even how to file them. The
word autonomy is starting to come up around the station.
CMOR jocks also resent the visits and calls they recieve from SA
business manager Don Hillman. Hillman had a monitor installed in his
office this summer so he could keep an ear on the radio station. And
you thought 1984 was still 5 years away. CMOR jocks have called big
brother's visits "intimidating". "If I hear that record again I'll come
in here and break it." And I always thought Don was just a pussy cat. I
also thought CMOR was the responsibility of the communications
director.
Wait---don't run-- this kind of story is lots of fun. Roger may be a
worker and a scrapper but he's not without fault. You see, CMOR gets
a few gifts from record companies. Until last week there was no formal policy on the distribution of said gifts, and according to Roger
most of them have ended up in his record library. The policy now is
share and share alike although it's not going to be easy to keep track of
the records coming in.
It's time someone took a look at the whole CMOR picture. According
to Earle Kowelawiche, retired assistant manager, "the station is
nothing more then a glorified PA system that isn't serving the students
properly". It's no wonder.

Staff Box
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Editor
Managing Editor
News Editor
Entertainment Editor
Sports Editor
Associate News Editor
Associate Sports Editor
Cartoons
Off The Record
Photographer
Ad Manager
Communications Director
Contributors

Journalist of the Month

Dave Bergen
Michael Balagus
Bob Armstrong
Kim Trynacity
Darlene Kanski
Murray Mandryk
Shirley Neufeld
Liz Keep
Don Coppens
Robyn Osemlak
Frank Reimer
Kelvin Hodges
Eric Skoglund
Nancy Turnbull
Leslie Neilsen
Shirley Muir
Chris Allen
John Swaine
Pat Mikita
Lori Einarson
Penni Mitchell
Gaby Bartsh
Julia Young
Rick Myers
Doug Brozeit
Aggy

Mike Balagus took off his sunglasses to reveal bloodshot glow in the dark
eyes. It has been a long night. His stress rating had hit 1000. Kim and
Darlene were passed out in the corner. Both Shirleys had od'ed on Drano.
Murray left for Mexico. Bergen was chained to the wall, for his own safety.
Armstrong was in Rio on a dangerous mission. All that was left was the
lonely staff box writer. He alone was around to inform the public that the
Projector is a weekly paper that comes out every Tuesday. With it's copy
deadline, 4 p.m. Tuesday, the paper comes out to inform, enlighten, and
entertain, with luck. No space left, the writer had to leave.

I was browsing in the Crazy Ox the other day, looking through some of the more intellectual
magazines: Contemporary Bondage, Chains Illustrated, Big Spleen, you know the type. I picked
up a Oui Magazine, after putting on my rubber gloves of course, and on the cover they had "The
Interview of the Decade: Lennie and Squiggy."
Well I was shocked and dismayed. Journalistic history is being . made in front of my very eyes!
I decided I wanted a page in the history books too, so I searched through the cavernous recesses
of my mind to come up with the one topic that would beat Lennie and Squiggy.
I came up with an idea to make Woodward and Bernstein seem like amateurs, so I got on the
phone, put through a call to the Penthouse suite of New York's Plaza Hotel, and got this interview:
Projector: Hello, your holiness. How do you like North America?
Pope John Paul 2: Very nice. I went to Disney World yesterday and I had a very good time. I'm
going to see about getting rides installed at the Vatican when I get back.
Projector: Surely that's not the only reason you went on this world tour?
Pope: Certainly not. I'm also going to the Pirates-Reds game tomorrow.
Projector: What made you decide to come here in the first place, your holiness?
Pope: I was at the Vatican one day, when I got a call from my good friend Ted Kennedy. "John
Paul," he said, "I'm going to need some help getting the Democratic nomination, do you think
you can give me a hand?" So I called my travel agent and arranged the trip.
Projector: Changing the subject, your holiness, do you have any reflections to make on your
first year as pope?
Pope: It's been an exciting and fun-filled year, Bob. To go from being just another behind-theiron-curtain cardinal to being spiritual leader of one of the world's most powerful and
established churches is quite a thrill.
Projector: Do you have any regrets?
Pope: Well, Vatican food is pretty bad, and it's almost impossible to get decent dope around
here, that's off the record, Bob.
Projector: Certainly. Getting back to your world tour, have you met anybody along the way
who has really impressed you?
Pope: Well, Roslynn Carter and I really hit it off. Roz is really an allright person, for a
Protestant. And of course Yassar Arafat and I had a fascinating long talk the other day.

Projector: You met with Vassar Arafat?
Pope: I didn't have a meeting with him per se. We played tennis in Lebanon. The Dalai Lama
and I played doubles against Yassar and Joshua Nknomo. We're going to keep it up as a regular
game. Yassar's got a great backhand, but if you lob high you can kill him every time.
Projector: I didn't know you were so athletic.
Pope: Of course. I was a college of Cardinals all star three years in a row in football. Of course
that was some time ago. Boy those were the good old days. You should have seen us against the
Buddhists, creamed them 54-0. They wouldn't fight back when you hit them. Pacifists should
know better than to play contact sports.
Projector: I didn't know sports were so big in religion.
Pope: I suspect that was the major reason they made me pope. It's in my contract that I have to
coach the team for the next four seasons.
Projector: How's the team doing?
Pope:' Quite well, we were 13 and 3 last year. We lost in the final to the atheists, though. I
suspect them and the heretics are still trying to get even for the Inquisition. Lost a promising
young quarterback last year, he got hit so hard he lost his memory. He can't even remember his
hail Mary's any more.
Projector: Let's leave sports behind for a moment. How has your infallibility affected your life?
Pope: Very positively. I used to be a high 90's golfer, but now my handicap is down to 3. I could
go pro, but the money's better where I am.
Projector: You seem to be a very big sports fan, your holiness. Do you follow the pros very
closely?
Pope: I never miss an NFL game. I try to keep up with other games, but I've got a pretty hectic
schedule.
Projector: Could you make a prediction for us? Who is going to take the Super Bowl?
Pope: Well, off the record, Bob, I'm betting heavily on Seattle. I've got two epidemics, a
snowstorm and one case of food poisoning on order to make sure they win. Don't be surprised if
Bradshaw gets a nasty bout of flu this year some time.
Projector: I'm kind of low on cash, do you think you could give me a good tip for this weekend?
Pope: What do you think I am, a common gambler?
Projector: Well your holiness, our time is coming to a close. Do you have anything you would
like to say in parting to Projector readers?
Pope: Yes. Send ten dollars to: The Vatican, Vatican City T5H 3B2. It's for our annual Building
jund.
Dear Editor:
One of the quotes that caught
my eye in last week's Projector
was, "The ugliest piece of hardware to come out of North
America arms production is the
neutron bomb." Yeah, so what?
Nuclear warfare is not new to
either the States or Russia.
Russians routinely practise
NBCW (Nuclear, biological or
chemical warfare) training, and
their soldiers are at home in
NBCW suits and can decontaminate vehicles, etc.
The U.S. and Canadian armies
only give lectures and show how
to put on a gas mask, which in
some cases is inadequate as
gases enter the body through
pores. But not too many people
know that.
And maybe that's the problem.
A few months ago, I was wat■•■■■•••■•■

ching the news and a special
program that showed the
locations of missiles, some
hardware and the top secret
Cruise Missile. The Americans
were not the only ones watching.
The Russians are merely
smarter in some matters. They
don't tell their citizens where the
missiles are. And why should
they? The Russian citizen doesn't
need to know where the rockets
are hidden. If everyone knows the
hiding places, what's the use in
hiding?
Don't get me wrong, I hate
Commies. Anybody who has ever
been an escapee from his own
country can understand my
hatred.
Russia made a big mistake
selling Alaska. Can you imagine
Russian bases on North
American soil? What a great
staging place for an invasion.

And let's not kid ourselves, an
invasion force would attack from
the Arctic.
The long nights, low population
and cold are a plus for the
Russians. The Russians are good
at winter warfare. (Remember

WW II?)
Now we have Carter telling us
that the Russian Combat Brigade
in Cuba is training. Training for
what? As if Russia didn't have
enough land.
I think that the Russians are
testing us and studying our
reactions.
Heed my warning, SALT II is a
joke and any country that
disarms is a country of fools.
Let's make sure that we are not
made the fools.
Signed,
P.B.

Should the night
belong to men only?

by K im Trynacity

It's 6:00

p.m. on a warm
autumn evening, and I've just sat
down to a hot cup of coffee, and
the evening news. -I feel a strong urge to take in
some crisp fall air and brush my
feet through stacks of leaves
when a serious looking announcer
warns all women not to walk
alone at night.
It's happened again, some
frustrated maniac has taken his
aggressions out on some innocent
female.
Time and time again women
are warned not to roam the
streets alone at night for fear of
their lives, and time and time
again someone gets caught.
Not only is there the fear of
walking down a city street at
night, but someone may attack in
broad daylight.
What's the answer? Should
women be forced to remain in
their homes, leaving only with a
police escort? It's humanly
impossible not only for the police,
but especially for women.
Individuals need time alone,
whether it be to get "a breath of
fresh air" or to nurture some
problems that have plagued them
for some time.
I ran out of cigarettes at 8 in the
evening. Even after I heard the
6:00 news, I still ran down to the
corner store (Alone. Heavens.).

This time, however, things
were different. My eyes were
opened to the danger of street
attacks. I've always known they
existed but this time I was
cautious.
I passed an elderly man on the
way to the store. Normally I
would glance up and give him a
smile to avoid an uncomfortable
feeling as we pass each other on
the sidewalk. This time my
thoughts started to wonder.
Perhaps he isn't a sweet little old
man who plays with his grandchildren in the park, and besides,
what's he doing out at this time of
night anyway?
Next a van pulled up beside me
on the street. It stopped and a
bearded man (about 25) stepped
out and left his vehicle running.
"This is it," I thought to myself. I
grabbed my keys and broke into a
light jog, steadily increasing my
pace.
The old man passed me by. I
didn't even notice what he was
like since I didn't lift my head.
The bearded young man walked
right past me and rang the
doorbell on a nearby house.
Well, they weren't out to get
me. I was lucky, this time. Maybe
on some other evening I wouldn't
be as fortunate.
Many times being alone on a
street at any time of the day is
unavoidable.
Sick minds can react at any
time of the day, or any place.
It's not fair that women should
live in constant fear of losing
their lives or self esteem, while
running a routine errand when
you think nothing's going to go
wrong.
It's also not fair that rapists
and assailants aren't found out
until it's too late, and sometimes
they're never discovered.
That, I suppose, is a fact of life,
and our society doesn't allow the
manpower or priorities to stalk
such individuals on a continual
basis.
I'm not prepared to sacrifice
all the time I have alone just to
walk home from the library at
night, or to take in some scenery
before I'm forced into a heavy
parka and boots for the winter. I
doubt if any other woman is
willing to give up that bit of independence either. Thus we have
a never ending battle.
Women are constantly warned
against walking alone on the
streets, and still they persist in
such riske antics. It's estimated
that only 10 per cent of rapes are
reported.

So where do women draw the
line? Are they to be locked up
never to see the sun again? I feel
women shouldn't be pushed that
far. However, I do believe women
should be more cautious of self
protection in the future. The local
YWCA offers courses in self
defence, especially designed for
women. Of if that is not enough,
try karate or judo.
If you want to take the risk of
running out for a quart of milk
after 5 p.m. these days it might
be wise to invest in something of
this nature.
The disturbed minds Won't heal
overnight, or they may never
heal at all, which means it's up to
women to protect themselves. As
forewarned in numerous articles,
don't take rides from strangers
and avoid poorly lighted areas.
A spokesperson for the Rape
Crisis Centre, Sharon Sawatsky,
said that by screaming when
attacked, the victim stands a
better chance of warding off the
attacker. The police, on the other
hand, warn against women
screaming when the attacker is
equipped with a weapon.
It appears to be a Catch 22
situation. You're damned if you
do and damned if you don't.
Courts " (who advocate not
screaming) also frown upon
women who do put up a fight.
Sawatsky also stated that about
half the rapes committed are
done by "the guy down the hall,
or from someone the victim met
recently at a party."
What's the most effective way
to ward off rape?
"Don't live," says Sawatsky.
If you're aware of anyone
who's been attacked or raped,
encourage them to either go to
the police or contact the Rape
Crisis Centre.
At the Centre, the counsellors
will advise the victim through the
medical examination as well as
the court proceedings if the
victim so desires.
I don't appreciate being told to
stay indoors all the time but at
the same time I'm not prepared
to face the consequences if I
refuse.
It appears as though violent
rape crimes will never cease to
exist, thus women will always be
faced with the threat of attack.
However, as women remain
informed they'll be able to cope
with the realities of rape.

Federal government quiet on UFO's
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W5 cited as rascist
Ottawa (CUP) -- Claims by the public affairs program W5 that foreign
students are crowding Canadians out of important university
programs are "nonsense," according to government officials and
education experts.
The program, aired by CTV on Sunday, September 30, was "biased"
and a "thinly veiled racist attack," the experts say.
W5, in the report entitled "The Campus Giveaway," claimed that
international students are forcing thousands of Canadian students out
of post-secondary education programs such as engineering and
medicine, and are costing Canadians millions of dollars.
William Winegard, Chairman of the Ontario Council on University
Affairs (OCUA), said it is nonsense to claim Canadian students don't
have first chance at the best courses.

Norma Ballantyne, executive secretary of the National Union of
Students (NUS), said foreign students account for only 5.3 per cent of
the total university population in Canada and that many universities
have restrictions on the number of foreign students in certain
programs.
There was concern on the part of the Ministry of Colleges and
Universities about the impression left by the W5 program. Carolyn
Barret, an Ontario University Affairs officer, was concerned about the
bias against the number of foreign students in the country. "People
tend to confuse landed immigrant and even Canadian born students
with foreign students just because they don't have an anglophone
face," she said.
Wilma Fraser, a W5 researcher who worked on the report, said CTV
had received about 100 calls about the program and that there would
be a follow-up program taking another look at foreign students and the
education system in general.

SFU may opt out of
anti-nuke rally
Burnaby (CUP) -- A nuclear energy debate at Simon Fraser
University might not go ahead as planned because the university has
pulled out of funding the event.
The university promised debate organizers three weeks ago to pay
half the $4,000 cost of the debate if both sides of the energy issue were
represented. Last week the university changed its mind after members of the science faculty pressured dean of student services Bill
Stewart to withhold funding, charged debate organizer Alan Timberlake.
Timberlake, executive assistant to SFU president George Pedersen,
said he has already spent $2,000 on the debate and the money will come
from the SFU student society.
"I went ahead and planned the debate because I did not see any
difficulty in obtaining funds," said Timberlake, a former SFU student
society president. He said two SFU physicists met last week with
Stewart because they were afraid the debate would emphasize the
anti-nuclear side. One of the physicists, Klaus Rieckhoff, is a faculty
representative on the board.
"Bill Stewart is in a difficult position and he succumbed to the
pressure of Klaus Rieckhoff," said Timberlake. He said the physicists'
fears of the debate being one-sided were unjustified.
"We've basically got a bunch of social scientists, economists,
politicians and environmental people coming in. We have people from
both sides, including Roy Thomas from the Atomic Energy Commission, David Bates of the uranium inquiry and a representative
from TRIUMF at UBC," said Timberlake.

by Dave Barber

During the summer of 1954 a
government-funded UF O
resachnmdM.X
pseudonym) was working out of a
research station in Ottawa. One
afternoon in late August a series
of bells went off in his laboratory
triggering various gravitational
meters. When he heard these he
rushed outside with his staff and
looked up at the sky but couldn't
see anything because of fog. His
evidence indicated he had just
tracked the first UFO to fly over
Ottawa. Two weeks after this
incident the government closed
down the project. The connection
between this incident and the
closure of the project is unclear
but before Mr. X died in 1962 he
told his wife to hide his
documents and findings.
UFO researcher Grant

Cameron is trying to track down
what the federal government
knows about UFO's gravitational
fields and a certain Mr. X.
Speaking at a recent meeting of
Manitoba's UFO Club, Cameron
told the story of Mr. X, a radio
engineer involved with UFO
research for the Canadian
government in the early 1950's.
According to Cameron, Mr. X
was engaged in a project for the
Canadian navy in 19413 investigating electromagnetic
fields when he discovered a
pattern between these fields and
UFO sightings around the world.
As a result of this discovery he
started examining UFO's and
was eventually supplied with
equipment and money by the
Canadian government. The
research was called Project
Magnet.

For the past three years
Cameron has been trying to
uncover information about this
case and has even spoken to Mr.
X's wife in Ottawa. According to
Cameron, "It seems if there is an
answer to the UFO mystery it
might be in this guy's work."
In 1977 Cameron questioned
Transport minister Otto Lang in
the House of Commons about
Project Magnet but was told the
project was closed and the
documents had been burned.
In his present search for information Cameron is counting
on federal government plans to
pass a Freedom of Information
Act. If the legislation goes
through, Cameron intends to
question seven or eight different
government departments about

UBC student roomed
with opposite sex
Vancouver (CUP) -- Looking a gift horse straight in the mouth, John
McKendy turned down an opportunity many male students dream of.
The fourth-year University of B.C. student discovered during
registration week that he had been assigned to a women's quad in
Walter Gage Residence, but only after much inner conflict did he
decide to inform the housing department and change rooms.
McKendy was given top priority when he re-applied this year and
began to move in on Sept. 1. He met one of his quadmates two weeks
later and could not help but notice she was of the opposite sex. But his
conscience forced him to inform the housing department, he said.
"During the first two weeks the honeymoon would've been great,"
McKendy said. "But after that it would've gone nuts."

McKendy says he was given a new room after he informed the
housing administration of the situation.
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Nomads in a rootless
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Shoplifting-the great compulsion

world
by Nancy Brook

by Dave Bergen
How can you keep on moving,
unless you migrate too? - Ry
Cooder

We live in a nomadic society. A
society where uprootedness has
taken the place of permanence,
and anonymity is the cousin of
the 'new immediacy.' This
transience is not necessarily the
same footlooseness and searching James Michener portrayed
in his novel The Drifters. The
Drifters is a tale of young people
looking for answers in a world
where there are only questions.
Young people who slept and
swam on the beach at
Torreleminos, who lived for the
moment; and expected no more
than the pleasures of the
moment, _

`The drifters of
today are not
searching, They
know what they
want and that is
success.'
The drifters of today are not
searching. They know what they
want and that is success. Vance
Packard says in his book A
Nation of Strangers that, "In a
society that has traditionally
been restless and now, in addition, has become hedonistic,
geographic mobility is widely
seen as a positive characteristic.
It is often equated with success."
'Moving on' is the thing to do if
one wants to get ahead. What we
are witnessing is the middle to
upper class families in our towns
and cities moving because
Father got a promotion or the
company gave Mom or Dad a
transfer. Staying behind is for the
losers.
Robert Kanigel, in an article
titled Stay Put Americans, says it
is the losers who get left behind,
while the adventurous go-getters
move on to where the fortunes
are being made, the bed partners
are more available, the grass,
greener.
Kanigel's article, while written
about the U.S. population, also
states that Canada and Australia
are a close second and third in
human mobilization.
Although transience seems to
have a 'winning' philosophy
behind it, Vance Packard states
that uprooting takes many forms.
There is the uprooting of
traditional male-female
relationships, of traditional
religious beliefs, of vocatinal
stability because of rapid job
obsolescence, and of onrushing
technological and social changes
in general. These are all the
result of families and couples
choosing the rootless, transient
lifestyle over the stay-close-tohome philosophy.
There are both negative and
positive aspects in regards to a
highly mobile society. Often it is
a personal choice whether one
wants to move or stay put. As one
fellow who likes roots and

familiarity said of his town,
"There's something that keeps
me here, some enormous internal
magnet."
Others like the anonymity of
apartment dwelling and not
knowing anyone personally.
Packard presents both the
positive and negative effects of
high mobility in a society.
On the negative side he claims
there is often great emotional
upheaval connected to people
who live transient lives. "Unconnected people," says
Packard, "are more prone to a
sense of malaise- or even actual
emotional or physical disturbance."
Webster defines malaise as "an
indefinite feeling of uneasiness,
or of being ill; also, generally a
feeling of discomfort."
Most people need a sense of
community, or a place where
they can build interpersonal
relations and feel free to share of
themselves. The family that is
transferred every five years
doesn't have the time to discover
this sense of community. They
may often hold back because of

social conditions of life which
destroy individual identity and
make people feel anonymous.
"What we are observing all
about us," he says, "is a sudden
change in the restraints which
normally control the expression
of our drives, impulses and
emotions."
Marital distress is another area
often equated with rootlessness.
A company transfer for the
husband sometimes results in the
wife refusing to leave their
hometown. Thus a marriage
breakup. As sociologists Warren
Bennis and Philip Slater said,
"The future of marriage in a
society of temporary systems
remains uncertain."
With all of the negative areas
created by high mobility one
begins to wonder if anything good
can come out of a nomadic
society.
Saul Bellow has one of his
characters in Mr. Sammler's
Planet make a statement on the
issues of roots: "Roots? No of
course not. Roots are not modern.
That's a peasant concept: soil
and roots. Peasantry is going to
disappear."

the fear of facing another move
and being torn from their
recently discovered relationships.

`Unconnected people are more prone
to a sense of
malaise - or even
actual emotional or
physical
disturbance.'
Packard also claims that
aggression and anonymity go
hand in hand. "If you live in a
town of over 250,000," he says,
"you are four and a half times as
likely to be assaulted as you are if
you live in a town of 15,000 ... you
are seven and a half times as
likely to be robbed, nearly three
times as likely to be murdered,
and women are four times as
likely to be raped. Vandalism is
also greater in larger cities."
Philip G. Zimbardo, a research
psychologist, says it is generally
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As Robert Kannigel said in his
article Stay Put Americans, "The
longer you're in an area the more
conservative you get." Becoming
conservative is not necessarily
bad in and of itself but those who
tend to be on the move point to the
fact that they are broadened
mentally and emotionally be
seeing new places and meeting
new people. There is also a better
chance of removing oneself from
a stagnant situation.
Packard heard one man say
that "roots are ruts" and that
probably sums up the attitude of
people who prefer to be on the
move.
Packard quotes novelist John
Steinbeck's description of people
he encountered through his
travels. Steinbeck wrote that,
"they spoke quietly of how they
wanted to go someday, to move
about freee and unanchored, not
toward something but always
away from something. I saw this
look and heard this yearning in
every place I visited."
Quite possibly this is the underlying motive of people who
constantly move. The urge to be
unanchored, to keep moving
away from something. If moving
is the closest thing to being free,
and freedom is what people are
seeking, then moving is the answer.

What would you do with $1
million a day?
L.E.Tapley, loss prevention
manager at The Bay store in
Winnipeg, quoted the above
statistic as the amount merchants across Canada lose to
shrinkage every day.
Shrinkage is a catch-all term
which includes shoplifting,
physical inventory errors, and
accounting mistakes.
Although department stores
consider shrinkage a serious
problem, John Schillinger,
manager of the Crazy Ox, said
"People are basically honest."
Schillinger loses approximately 11/2 to 2 per cent of
his sales in shrinkage every year,
which amounts to $3,500 worth of
goods at retail value.
Schillinger feels that this is a
very small loss, and he says that
it doesn't pay to hire special
personnel or equipment.
But, larger centres such as The
Bay and Eaton's hire specially
trained personnel, plus they
invest in very expensive surveillance equipment. Both stores
have sworn peace officers who
are allowed to make arrests.

`Roots are not
modern. That's a
peasant concept soil and roots.
Peasantry is going
to disappear.'

Doug Hester, head of Fire and
Losses department at Eaton's,
says "My people are trained and
then sworn in as peace officers.
They have the power to arrest
people inside and outside the
store. But we try to limit our
power to the inside of the store."
Hester said that there are
occasions when his personnel
must leave the building. For
instance, Hester pointed out that
if a theft has occurred, the peace
officer can chase the thief to

California is often referred to
as the trendsetter in North
America and it is the one place
where high mobility is running
rampant. Neil Morgan, in his
book The Californian Syndrome,
has this to say about the
Californian: "He drifts between
communities of amiable
strangers. He may be immensely
affable with his neighbours, but
he chooses to avoid personal
entanglement: his closest enemy
or friend may be 20 miles
distance by freeway. He finds a
sense of community with his
neighbours only on the occasion
of accidents, dog fights, wife
beatings, fires, flash floods, or
earthquakes." This attitude is not
confined to Californians.
Canadians also are generally
wary of personal entanglements.
Which is the better way? The
soil-sitting society, satisfied with
what they have, or the society
which advocates the new immediacy and thereby equates
rootlessness with progress.
There may be no 'correct' way
to exist in a sped-up society,
although there are definite
repercussions for everything we
decide upon, be they good or bad.
We may choose to acknowledge
our roots or we may choose to
reject them.

Portage la Prairie if necessary.
This is considered "hot pursuit."
In The Bay, however, only the
more experienced staff are sworn
in as peace officers.
"It is a misconception that
people have to be outside the
store before they can be arrested
for shoplifting," says Hester. He
said all an officer has to prove is
that the person has an item
concealed which they intend to
steal. This is referred to as
"proof of concealment with intent," but the officers are very
careful and they make sure they
can prove such a claim when they
make an arrest.
Hester gave this example: if a
person is found with merchandise
in a shopping bag or purse, and
they haven't purchased it, that's
considered concealment.
Furthermore, if that same
person is trying to leave the floor
that sells that merchandise, then
that act is considered intent.
But to prove that a person is
shoplifting is not an easy matter,
so Eaton's has installed a device
called a Sensomatic. This device
can detect small tags that are
placed on merchandise, but the

`It is a misconception that people have
to be outside the store before they can
be arrested for shoplifting'
tags are removed when an item is
purchased. Therefore when a
person leaves one floor and heads
to the next one, a little white box
at the head of the escalators will
set off an alarm, should a tag sill
be attached to the merchandise.
What is a characteristic
shoplifter?
Tapley and Hester both said
during different interviews that
there is no such thing as a typical
shoplifter.

Tapley said shoplifting is a
social problem, and a shoplifter
could be male or female, young
or old, rich or poor - a shoplifter
could be just about anyone."
Hester says, "A shoplifter
could be as ordinary as a
classmate, or a next door
neighbour." But Hester did add
that the middle-aged housewife is
the most common offender.
Most housewives who are
stopped for shoplifting, according
to Hester, have credit cards and
money with them. He said, "They
can afford to buy the items that
they have taken. When we talk to
these women, they always
complain of boredom, and I think
that in most cases shoplifting
poses a challenge to these people,
and that's why they do it."
What do shoplifters usually
steal? Tapley says that high
ticket items and luxury items are
the most commonly stolen
merchandise. He said that
sporting goods and clothes are
where the greatest losses arise.
How much does a store lose to
shoplifting every year? Tapley
didn't have any figures handy,
because he said that it's difficult
to estimate how much is stolen
and how much is lost in accounting.
On the other hand, Hester
quoted a figure of $26 million lost
by Eaton's across Canada last
year.
Hester said that 65 to 75 per
cent of that figure was lost to
internal problems, such as accounting and inventory errors,
plus employee theft.
Merchandise losses are considered a pure loss, because the
store loses the cost of the merchandise plus any profit that
could have been realized from the
sale of that item. Hester
illuminated this with an exam-

ple: "For instance," he said, "if
a department store loses $2.6
million in merchandise due to
shrinkage, then that same
department has to sell $32 million
just to reach a break even point."
This is the reason that
shrinkage is considered such a
serious problem, and to this
Tapley says, "There is no such
thing as a shoplifter. It is theft of
les than $200 or over $200."
Both Tapley and Hester support the STOPLIFT campaign.
Hester says, "We've got to
spread the gospel, so to speak."

he really isn't interested. But the
thief watches the clerk replace
the merchandise, and mentally
ear-marks that item for theft at a
later time.
Canadians cannot afford
shoplifters! Shoplifters cost
money. The stores pay for
shoplifting at a price of $1 million
a day. And we, as consumers,
suffer from increased prices.
Stores make their living
through the sale of merchandise.
And in turn this money is given to
employees in the form of wages.

`A shoplifter can be male or female,
young or old, rich or poor.'
How many shoplifters are
actually caught? Hester says,
"The day of the grab-and-run
thief are gone."
Shoplifting has become a
rather skilful art, and Hester
claims that only one out of every
twenty shoplifters is caught.
Hester says that some people
steal to support a habit such as
drugs or alcohol, but he says that
there are professional shoplifters, who use this method of work
to earn an income.
Tapley doesn't think that there
is an abundance of professionals
in small centres such as Winnipeg. "Most professionals are in
places like Toronto and Montreal," he says.
But that doesn't mean our
shoplifters are not well versed in
the art of stealing. Hester says
that on .occasion a shoplifter will
enlist the assistance of a store
clerk. The potential thief asks for
a specific color or style of merchandise and the clerk will find
the item the person requests.
When the person is satisfied that
the item suits what he or she
desires, he will tell the clerk that

Therefore the expense of running
a business :2 inherent in consumer costs. Security personnel
and surveillance equipment are
part of a store's expenses, and
these expenses are incorporated
into the cost of store items.
Therefore we could save ourselves a great deal of money if
shoplifting could be stopped.
You and I as consumers can
help. When you see someone you
suspect is shoplifting, go to a
clerk and tell him or her. The
clerk will handle the problem
from there.
We owe ourselves that much,
because at the cost of a million
dollars a day, we can't afford
people who want something for
nothing.
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Dave Wood-New Wave is just the beginning
Since your band's inception, I've
noticed you're blending towards
David Wood is possibly one of your own style and character in
the finer lead guitarists Winnipeg developing an original sound. How
presently has to offer. Toronto do you feel about that?

by Lori Einarson

Fats Waller•Misbehavin' at the Concert Hall

boiin, he has been on the Winnipeg music scene for several
years - his first band being the
popular Wood 'N' Hannah back in
1976. After its break-up, he then
went on to country and jazz, all
the while adding to his musical
hr gig hne t
Wood has developed a
ncentrated method of
h i gh l y i r concentrated
performing, delivering his
talents in a tough, relentless
rhythm. Only recently has he
exercised his vocal abilities
through the tunes he composes
for his latest band Woodwork, a

by Bill Redekop
Thomas "Fats" Waller, master
of jazz and swing during the
1920's and 30's, was known as
much for his music as he was for
his lively personality. Waller had
a tremendous capacity for food,
drink and life, especially life. His
philosophy was to live every day
as if it was a party. Audiences of
his era embraced to their hearts
the 265 pounds of "jam, jive and
everything" known as Fats
Waller.
The spirit and music of Fats
Waller was recaptured when the
Ain't Misbehavin' road show
played at the Centennial Concert
Hall. The original Broadway
musical show won the 1978 Tony
Award for Best Musical and the
New York Drama Critics' Circle
Award. The original cast album
won a Grammy award.
Sheer enjoyment is the only
way to describe Ain't
Misbehavin'. It is a collection of
30 songs composed, collaborated
on or recorded by the legendary
Fats Waller. Simultaneously, it
recaptures the jive and honkytonk of Black Harlem during the
30's, the world from which Fats
Waller evolved. Waller once
described himself as a "harmful
little armful" and a "cheerful
little earful" - Ain't Misbehavin'
is all of that and more.

The cast of five are brilliant.
David Cameron shines in his
renditions of "T'Ain't Nobody's
Biz-ness If I Do" and "The
Viper's Drag." The latter is
about smoking marijuana at four
in the morning in a Harlem club.
The song drifts to a turgid beat as
Cameron sings, I dreamed about a
reefer - five feet long. Clent Boyer
steals the stage in "Your Feet's
Too Big," uttering one of Waller's
most famous lines, "Your pedal
extremities are obnoxious:"
Ms. Heaven adds lively jive
and jitterbug to the production
and her presence is dazzling in
the faster tunes. Adrienne West,
making her theatre debut,
handles slower numbers and
frequently brought roars of
laughter with her comic facials.
Terri White's rich Harlem voice
is omnipresent throughout the
production particularly in
"Squeeze Me" and "Find Out
What They Like."
Charles H. Coleman is musical
director and pianist. His
keyboard playing is light, fluid
and never raucous or
dominating. The only fault of the
entire production was that the
five-piece band often drowned out
the piano. Coleman was the
original music director and vocal
arranger of Broadway's Tony

Award winning show The Wiz.
It is the show as a whole and the
way each part interacts that
makes Ain't Misbehavin' so
great. Music, comedy and dance
whirls round the stage often at
break-neck speeds. At times, the
performers jitterbug across the
stage at a frenzied pace, whipping the stage into a circus-like
confusion. Other times they waltz
barely moving like tired bodies in
the wee hours of the morning.
Each voice and movement is
precisly choreographed, a_ credit
to the genius of director and
conceiver Richard Maltby Jr.
Maltby won the Tony Award as
Best Director of a Musical and
has a long list of successes
previous to Ain't Misbehavin'. He
directed and wrote the lyrics for
the 1977 off-Broadway musical hit
Starting Here, Starting Now with
music by David Shire. Maltby
and Shire songs have been
recorded by Barbra Streisand,
Roberta Flack, Andy Williams
and others. Maltby added lyrics
to three Fats Waller piano solos
for Ain't Misbehavin'.
Ain't Misbehavin'
is a
celebration of Fats Waller songs.
The musical reincarnates the
sounds and atmosphere of
Waller's time and reveals the
merriment with which the

"stride" pianist saw those times.
Of the 30 songs in the program, 28
are cheerfully upbeat. Waller
was legendary for the cheery
violence he performed on lyrics
whenever he sang.
Another side of Fats Waller is
heard on one song in Ain't
Misbehavin' titled "Black and
Blue." The song is about being
black in American and utters the
line What did I do - to be so black and blue. The song tells of the
grimmer side to Waller's era,
when Black Harlem was the
subject of racism and
inescapable poverty.
A picture of Waller is a derby
hat, a jug of gin, and a sparkle in
his eye. He was a great guzzler of
yeast, hops and grapes and
started each day by chugging
three fingers of whiskey, calling
it his "liquid ham and eggs." He
wrote his songs for fast money,
never considering to protect his
songs or work out long-term
royalties. The way he handled his
money and songs was just part of
his day-to-day attitude toward
living.
As well as being one of the
greatest jazz and swing piano
players of all time, Waller was
also one of "stride" piano's innovators. Stride was piano that
gave the left hand greater

Pagel
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rhythmic freedom, playing
chords and single notes alternately. The result was an
aggressive bounce to the left
hand that had not been heard
before.
Fats Waller died at age 39,
looking nearer to 50. A musician's
life, too great appetites, and the
shunning of physical cares finally
caught up to him. He died from a
combination influenza and
bronchial pneumonia which
produced liquid in his lungs
which hardened, suffocating and
drowning him simultaneously.
• Ain't Misbehavin' is the return
to the joy and laughter Fats
Waller gave to millions while he
was alive.

four-piece rock and new wave
f i t.
o utfit
Off stage, David Wood is a
q uiet , soft-spoken person whose
features strongly suggest an
English background. His determination as a musician adds to
the somewhat elusive quality he
carries about himself. He speaks
directly of his career as a musician
and his impressions of the present
music scene and its future trends.
I saw you playing for a short
time with Les Pucks. How did you
manage to put a new band
together so fast after leaving?

I find that altogether we feel
we're growing much tighter and
that we're definitely coming
together as a band and as four
musicians.
Do you find the management of
the band a somewhat difficult task
or have you had much experience
with this in the past?

It's really not a hard jab, but it
is a job that takes a lot of time.
I've had some indirect experience, but I generally observed what others were doing
and came to my own conclusions.

any band. •
David Wood's dedication will
definitely lead him in a positive
direction. His talent will provide
the balancing agent he needs to
send him on his way.

Do you think the emphasis will
continue to be placed on vocal
quality or can you see it changing
toward a more instrumental type?

No, vocals will always be of
major importance as it provided
a balancing agent to the sound of

Have you considered adding
more musicians to the band or are
you satisfied at this point?

I'm quite satisfied at the
moment. However, I'm always
willing to accept a change.

The Winnipeg niusic scene has
made a lot of people sit pp and
take note of such bands as The
Pumps, Graham Shaw, Burton
Cummings and Crowcuss.
How has the Winnipeg music
circuit received Woodwork so far?
Are you satisfied?

I'm very satisfied and actually
quite pleased as the reaction has
been great. The crowds are
getting better all the time.
Do you think the $1.45 cover
charge in most local pubs has at
all affected the crowds that come
out to hear you?

Off The Record

What do you think the •uture
holds as far as musical trends go?
I feel that music itself will

loosen up a lot more. Technology
will begin to play a big role, as it
will provide new ways to take the
sound as we know it from the
instruments we use to completely
change. The new wave move is
- the start of the whole thing.

Popular Mechanix-It's not a magazine

What do you think generally
about the Winnipeg music scene?

The number of groups I've
It has a number of different
played in made me realize that
the only way I could become any types of effects. A cover charge
kind of success would be to have generally keeps one crowd in the
my own band and be in control of bar for most of the evening
whereas before the crowd was
the situation entirely.
more transient. It also brings in

BA a 'hit' at beer bash

crowd that comes specifically to
hear the band instead of the local
regulars. It hasn't had much of
an affect on Woodwork so far as
we're still rather early on the
scene.

by Chris Allen
Picture this: a day in
December, freezing cold
weather. Your report card lays
crumpled on the floor revealing
marks in the low C's and lower
D's. If you're feeling incredibly
cold and depressingly dumb, you
should be listening to Popular
Mechanix ( not to be confused with
reading Popular Mechanics).
How about their inspiring Winnipeg winter tune, "Ice Box City"
(No, it's not like "Fight On
Manitoba"), or their song "Fun
To Be Dumb?" A student anthem
if I've ever heard one.

The Popular Mechanix are:
Boris on bass and guitars, Dave
Zimmerman on drums and Stu
Nicholas on ,guitars, vocals and
spokesman. The band loathes
being labelled or classified.
Sufficient to say they are a high
energy, highly original, diverse
dance band. Stu's voice invites
comparison to David Byrne of the
Talking Heads, demonstrated in
the (ew cover tunes they do.
Still a young band, they have
growing support and popularity
throughout the city. But catch
them when you can. Pub
managements in town are not
receptive- to anything involving
'new wave' music. The Art
Gallery, the Belgium Club, the

Lithuanian Club, and last week,
the Royal Albert, are a few of the
- gigs they have played.
Organizers of these festivals are
fans dedicated to the music, not
to making money. Indeed, the
Mechanix can barely survive on
playing alone without support of
the people.
With a demo tape of seven
tunes (six originals) being sent to
Vancouver, New York, London
and local radio stations, the
Mechanix may make it. Listen to
Mechanix
CJUM where the
placed highest of all local bands
in the station's top 40. Call up
CITI-FM and demand to hear it.
Or our own CMOR who will have
the tape soon. And listen at your
awn risk.

FRANCIS FORD COPPOLA
PRESENTS

by Rick Myers
The air was somewhat antidisco, but with some alcohol,
taped music and boat 'races for
entertainment, the RRCC SemiAnnual Boat Races and Beer
Bash was a success.
The object of the boat races
was to drink a beer and hammer
a six-inch nail into a railway tie
as fast as possible. The object of
the audience was to cheer on
their favorite team while ducking
the occasional flying nail.
Teams consisted of four people
of which one or more members
had to be female. They had to
guzzle a beer and pound a nail

one person after another with the
exception of the anchorman who
had to guzzle, pound, and guzzle a
secdnd beer. Times were
recorded and the fastest team
won the event.
Of course the BA BarferS team
won the boat races with split
second timing. Each member
won a beer mug and walked off
the stage somewhat "hammered" (pun).
As for the rest of the evening,
the students were treated to
taped music by Garry Robertson.
The music was about two-thirds
rock and one-third disco. The

by Robyn Oseinlak

music man received a number of
indignant letters signed by disco
haters. Then when he asked the
crowd how much they liked disco,
they responded with a booming
"Disco sucks." Jake Edwards
would have been gratified.
However, it was disco that
finally got some people off their
seats and up dancing, and when
the next set of rock was played
the crowd really got rockin'. The
crowd even got an encore song off
the music man.
All together the beer bash was
an entertaining way to start off
the evening.

Lots of beer was consumed and lots of fun was two at
the boat races and beer bash.

`We're open to you'
Get involved with your Art
Gallery during the month of
October. October is Gallery
Awareness Month at the Winnipeg Art Gallery and the theme
"We're Open to You" is more
than just a slogan, it's an invitation. An invitation and an
opportunity to share in the many
different activities the Winnipeg
Art Gallery has to offer.
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There is no admission charge to
the Gallery or its exhibitions. The
Galle also hosts a wide ran e of

Win a dinner for two at the Keg
How?
Design a logo, picture, or design
for a T-shirt
To . be sold by the Civil Club to
Engineering Technology students
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public programs, including
concerts, lectures, theatre and
dance performances and films.
Some programs have an admission charge; however, most
are free and all events are open to
everyone!
A series of special tours have
been planned, to enable everyone
to better understand what actually goes on behind the tyndall
stone at the Winnipeg Art
Gallery. If you require further
information contact Stephanie
Kerr at 786-6641 Ext. 70.

Civil Technology Students
all disciplines

C
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Last week, amidst cries of "give me better music or give me death,"
I wandered downtown to see what goodies were for sale. $7.98! ! !
Ridiculous prices but what can you do about the rising price of
petroleum products. I went the regular route, checking out the commercial releases and I took a gamble. The commercial releases were
a waste of good time and money but ... the gamble.
The first man to leave the Rolling Stones and live, has self-produced
a gem. Mick Taylor. A superb selection of a variety of musical styles.
Everything from country rock, plain rock, to jazz flavoured pieces. As
one might expect this guitarist is accomplished. On four of the tracks,
Taylor plays guitar, piano, bass and synthesizer.
Taylor left the Stones five years ago and since then has been
working here and there and in general just getting by. But to prove you
can't keep a good guitarist down, he has self-produced this collection
of self-indulgent but interesting medlies.
The guitar work on all songs is excellent. The intriguing picking on
"Leather Jacket" leads into some rock'n'rhythm with scathing lyrics.
"You think you're so funky and you think you're so tough • . .
sometimes you get disgusted because you just can't get enough . . . "
"Alabama," as the title suggests, is country rock. Taylor's voice is a
bit amateur, airy then gutteral with an obvious strain to it when he
tries to wail.
If you're into blues, the blues in "Slow Blues" will move you. (A rock
guitarist playing blues is always nice.) The drummer, Mike Driscoll,
just rocks and tings along while the guitars tell a lazy story. Another
instrumental cut, "Spanish," is a Jeff beck lookalike. "SW 5" is
sometimes musically incoherent, incompatible riffs with too basic a
back beat. Towards the end, though, it pulls through with keyboards
and guitars meshing.
The best cuts on the album are the instrumentals where Taylor
shows his expertise. The arrangements on the instrumentals are
excellent. Taylor is not a vocalist so if you overlook his amateur approach, you'll enjoy this album.
"You move through your life as if it were a dance ...
All your leather jackets and your faded jeans,
all you have left of your rock'n'roll dreams . ."
Mick Taylor
CBS 1978

SNP HA

Contest closes Nov. 30, 1979

settAkK c)00)

I

1

Rules and entry forms available
from Tim Evans Drafting Instructor
Support Engineering Technologies

4

c i a
SO
Civil Club and 2nd Year Diploma Nursing
Friday Oct. 19
Culturel Centre 340 Provencher Ave.
8:00pm
$3.75
Tickets available Civil Club executive
or Locker B15 A Building Basement

MARLON BRANDO ROBERT DUVALL MARTIN SHEEN ,n APOCALYPSE NOW
FREDERIC FORREST ALBERT HALL SAM BOTTOMS LARRY FISHBURNE and DENNIS HOPPER
Produced and Directed by FRANCIS COPPOLA
Written by JOHN MILIUS and FRANCIS COPPOLA Narration by MICHAEL HERR
Co Produced by FRED ROOS, GRAY FREDERICKSON and TOM STERNBERG
Director of Photography VITTORIO STORARO P•oductico Designer DEAN TAVOULARIS Editor RICHARD MARKS
sound Design by WALTER MURCH Music by CARMINE COPPOLA and FRANCIS COPPOLA AN OMNI ZOETROPE PRODUCTION

I

Original Soundirabl. Album available on Eleir Ira Records and Tapes

TECHNICOLOR'

Copyright c I 979 Omni Zoetrope

Adult Parental Guidance

All

1r Unit ed

rights reserved

DONALD ST. NEAR PORTAGE 942-7710
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ridle and men's
volleyball squad looking
for a great year
by Murray Mandryk
Driver and Earle Kowalewich
share Bridle's enthusiasm.
"I think we're going to be
awesome," said Driver who
enjoyed a great deal of success on
last year's rendition of the
Rebels. "We've got a lot of depth;
a lot more than last year's
team." •
The depth of this year's
volleyball squad runs with
several players who have had a
notable background in Manitoba
high school or AA volleyball. The
strong contingent of newcomers
includes: Viv Neufonf, Richard
McLean, Neil Klassens, Tony
Wiens, Claude St. Godard, Matt
Slobian, Don Kusana, Mike Pratt,
and Ron Bilawka. The chances of
these Rebels will rest upon the
state of McKay and Morrissette.
What may be the most pleasing
thing about the Rebels tryout is
the large number of quality
setters: Don Kusana, Claude St.
Godard, Vic Neufonf and Ron
Bilawka.
"All the setters look quite
good," said Bridle, "but it could
be a bit tough, three of these guys
are really going to hurt us on
height."
Bridle feels height will be a
factor this year, although their
squad is taller than last year's.
"Last year we were considered
one of the better defensive teams
at the 4-West," said Driver.
"What we needed was more
depth at centre hitting and it
didn't happen."

With his roster down to 14
players, men's volleyball coach
Chuck Bridle is moving his team
towards what he hopes will be
greater things.
"Diferent players have strong
points and weak points.
Everybody has impressed me in
a couple of skills." Bridle later stated that he
didn't have a player he would
consider a complete, all-round
player.
However, what Bridle does
enjoy is the return of four
veterans to the line-up: Darrell
Driver, Earle Kowalewich, Norm
Morriseau and Doug McKay.
McKay, however, underwent
knee surgery in the off season to
repair cross ligaments. His
chances of sticking with the team
look doubtful, at best.
"Doug's been working out with
the team," Bridle said, "particularly with weights."

Rebels Volleyball looks like It may be hitting the big
times.

Bridle is also worried about
Norm Morrissette, who, like
McKay, sees his future resting in
the balance. Howver, instead of
trying to cope with an injury,
Morrisette must play the Russian
roulette game of night school
eligibility, with the bureaucrats
in charge of 4-West competition.
"It'll be a bit tougher without
those guys," admitted Bridle.
"But I think this year's Rebels
team will be quite good in terms
of previous years' teams."
Meanwhile veterans Darrell

Veteran Earle Kowalewich
seemed to be in agreement.
"Some guys we had on the bench
were never considered good
hitters. This year we got six guys
on the bench, a guy backing up
every one guy that is on the
court."
Bridle plans to utilize all of his
players, particularly in his 6-2
attack, which calls for all men to
be hitters, while two have the
added responsibilities of setting.
Bridle will also go with one of his
favorite set plays, a dual attack
where the setter goes for an X or
to the outside. This play, if taught
well, should sit particularly well
with Bridle's ambition of a centre
attack.
"I'm going to show them how to
hit intelligently," said Bridle.
"This level of volleyball doesn't
play fundamental ball at times."
The Rebels will find out what
level of volleyball they play this
weekend, October 13, as the
league classifications tournament will be held right here at
RRCC.
"I know that we're going to be
classified as an `A' team," said
Bridle, "but the tournament will
show where we're at."
The Rebels will start into the
thick of things, October 27, when
they battle in Saskatoon. The
next weekend, November 2 and 3,
they will be back at RRCC
showing their talents.

•

Di Curzio glad
to host 4-West
by Leslie Nielson
The goal of every competing
team is to win. This goal seems
especially rewarding if you win
at a home game.
The Rebels, our sports teams at
RRCC, seem to have this goal in
mind as they will be hosting the 4West Championships at the
college this year.
All sports personnel seem very
excited about the coming of 4West to Winnipeg, particularly
SA sports director Joe DiCurzio.
also the women's basketball

by Murray Mandryk
Intramurals got off to a rocky
start this week, as the flag
football program r'an into a
number of flaws.
The first preblern teems to be
an old one, as one team ran into
the question of eligibility of their
players.
"Every year the same thing
happens," said intramural coordinator June Graham. "The
rules say that the first priority,
when picking the intramural
team, is to pick the team from
your course. If that can't be done,
the next priority is to make the

team from your class and the
next class in your course."
The rule, implemented to avoid
"stacking" of one team with
quality players, was enforced
against a Business Administration team, the Peersch
Pushovers, who were ruled
ineligible for intramural flag
football competition by director
Jack Kaplan.
The other major problem arose
because of the defaulting of
several games. Three of the five
games were defaulted with one
being postponed until a later
date. Graham cited apathy and
confusion as the main reasons for

the defaults.
Action on the field Oct. 2 saw
the Loubin Express clobber the
Ducks 13-1, the Cosmos
humiliated We Mean Business 259, the Jerks shut out the B.A.
Buzzards 13-0, while the Assasins
doubled De Boyz 12-6. Tuesday
Oct. 3 saw C.A.P. trip the Short
Circuits 7-0 in the only played
game. R.R.Plumbers beat the
Plumbers by default, the Bombers beat Civil Tech by default,
while the Boilermakers defeated

the Poerab Pushovers in the

cadreversial default.
AelissIrs
vskaalisa:

Defense a problem
by Liz Keep
Tonight is the first regular
season game and Rebel hockey
coach John Schillinger "has a bit
of a problem . . . not as many
defensemen materialized as he
hoped."
Right now the Rebels have
eight defensemen with final
cutting yet to be decided. Besides
veteran defenseman Doug McCorrister, Schillinger hopes he
can depend on rookie John Haley,
"a big strong kid in Civil Tech."
For Haley, the appeal of
playing team hockey is not as
great as it could be. "I hope
Haley decides to stay because he
can certainly help us out," but
the drive must be there.
Second year defenseman
McCorrister, an auto mechanics
sudent, feels that the "defense
seems better than last year, at
least," and has a bright outlook
for the upcoming season.
"The team overall,"
Schillinger said, "is in better
physical condition," and added

that the "forwards look pretty
good."
The final roster, which will
consist of 19 players and two
goalies, does not have to be
decided on until mid-December.
Of the 70 or so players wta
originally signed up, approximately 30 are left. "Most,"
Schillinger said, "dwindled off"
and he did not have to make
many cuts. The coach added
"this is good because telling guys
to leave is not a pleasant chore."
Of the three goalies who signed
up, only two have been coming
out regularly which may make
the two-goalie decision a little
easier as well.
Another thing that seems to
forever plague the hockey Rebels
is the shortage of ice time for
practise. Last .year's starting
goalie, Doug Wiebe, said, "As
soon as the team is set we'll have
a lot more practises."
So far the team has been fortunate and have had three to four
practises a week, "which isn't
bad," veteran forward Reynold
Loewen said. "Last December,

John Schillinger
sometimes we'd only get one
practise a week."
Another think Loewen would
like to see is more fans out for
games, "We need more support."
Wiebe agreed with Loewen,
adding that "There were only 10
to 15 fans per game last year
which is very poor."

Basketball-stiff competition
by Jobs Swaine

In an effort to get into shape for
the season, the Rebels basketball
team is looking for good competition in its Dakota exhibition
However, it seems the high
school provincial champs and the
Rebs will play the game in the
truest sense of the exhibition
season.
"You really can't expect the
Lancers to put up a great showing
against us," said coach Larry
Sawchuk. "After all, we're using
a bunch of men, 19 or 20 years old,
against a bunch of kids 16 or 17."
Sawchuk, who worked with the
Dakota Lancer organization,

hopes to achieve some form of
experience for his Rebels.
"Dakota's two six-foot-eightinch will give us experience
against a tall team. We would like
to play a team like Churchill High
School which plays a fast running
game like we do. We would also
like to play a team that has good
ball control."
While the coach looks for the
game as good experience, the
Rebel players are eager to get
into their first action. Although
veterans like Gord Dack and
Gord Muir have displayed little
respect for the young Dakotans,
the game will be an interesting
battle between a fast experienced

team and a new taller one.
The game will be played next
week in the North Gym of RRCC.
The specifics have not been
finalized so interested spectators
should stay tuned by looking for
posters and billboards.
Meanwhile, the Rebels are still
busy practising for the season.
Injuries have not been a factor,
except in one case. This week's
Red Cross Poster Boy could be
Mike Balagus, who after suffering a head injury in one
practise, sprained his ankle in the
next. Balagus has not had his
spirits dampened, though, as he
is off crutches and ready to play
again.

Sign up for Curling try-outs

Men's women's and mixed curling teams sign up before October
12.
Sign up at equipment counter, North Gym.
Please indicate years of curling experience and position and
most often played.

RRCC hockey team needs a trainer
and equipment manager. Get in on all
the Rebel's action, from the inside.
See John Schillinger or Joe Di Curzio for
details.

Team practises will be held on and off the ice with the first
practise Monday, October 15 at the Highlander Curling Club,
1871 Ellice Ave.
Be prepared to go on the ice and curl. No exceptions will be
made for those not willing to curl.

John Loxton, Curling Coach.

•
October 9
, 11: 00 a.m., Field 1, Drugs on Tap vs. We Mean Business
Field 2, The Cosmos vs. The Ducks
12:00 noon, Field 1, Design and Drafting Tech, vs. De Boyz
Field 2, B.S. Assassins vs. The Jerks
October 10
11:00 a.m., Field 1, Col. Potter's Crusaders vs. Boilermakers
12:00 noon, Field 1, Truck Drivers vs. Maitre'D's
Field 2, Civil Tech vs. Selects
Field 3, Bombers vs. Woodchucks
October 11
11:00 a.m., Field 1, The Crabs vs. Flagmen
Field 2, C&I Sales vs. Bus. Ad. 2
12:00 noon, Field 1, Raiders vs. Black Knights
Field 2, Diesel Devastators vs. Contagious Crabs

Meet the Rebels

Wanted

Co-Operators Credit Union Ltd.
College Branch
Bldg. C
Right AcrossFrom The LRC
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Intramural flag football suffers rocky start

game.

coach. "I am really looking
forward to the event," says
DiCurzio.
Events that will be held at the
college are volleyball and hockey
on March 13, 14 and 15. Other
sports such as badminton,
curling and basketball are to be
held in Alberta on February 29,
March 1 and 2, 1980.
For those who are on the trimester schedule, these 4-West
games could very well run into
exam days.

The Projector

Jo• DI Curzio

Chuck Bridle
by Gaby Bartsch

by Julia Young

Like Bridle, Joe DiCurzio plays
the dual role of student and
coach. However, Joe, back for his
second year as coach of the
RRCC women's basketball team,
is in his third year of Teacher
Education. He came to Red River
after graduating from Churchill
High School.
Besides coaching women's
basketball, Joe has coached
soccer for Lord Roberts Community Club. He started coaching
seven or eight years ago and was
a former football coach.
Like Bridle, DiCurzio sees
funding as a problem. In addition
to the money provided for
basketball this year, which incidentally is better than last
year, the team will probably hold
a couple of hot dog sales as well
as a social to raise money for the
team.
"Raising money isn't a coach's
responsibility," according to Joe.
"It's the responsibility of the
team members."
The basketball team now
stands at 10 people and the team
has been working hard.
"Hopefully that hard work will
pay off," says Joe.
Joe seems confident that the
team will make it to 4-West this
year. Two of last year's team
members will be returning to
play this year, Sharon Stewart
and Karen Baliski. Ganies will
start in late October or early
November so be sure to check the
schedules posted in the North
Gym for times and come out and
support the Rebels.

Chuck Bridle, RRCC's new
men's volleyball coach, plays a
dual role: coach and student. As
a student here at RRCC, Bridle is
enrolled in the two-year Computer Analyst Program.
Although this is his first year
here at the college, he has spent
four years studying at the
University of Winnipeg where he
received his Bachelor of Arts
majoring in Geography.
Before university, Chuck attended Churchill High. As a
coach, he has coached the
Glenlawn Freshman Girls, the St.
Vital Junior Girls and the P.C.
volleyball club, a senior women's ,
team.
One of Chuck's major concerns
at RRCC is sports funding. While
his team has included hot dog
sales and raffles of various kinds,
Chuck realizes that there is a lack
of funding for varsity teams. He
said that RRCC has "outstanding
athletes but there is only a
limited budget to work with."
This means that they can't attend
as many tournaments as they
would like. Instead, they will
continue to compete with teams
in Winnipeg until they reach 4West.
As well as lacking funding,
Chuck feels we lack a formal
recruiting program. "We need to
offer the athletes an incentive to
get them to want to play." One
incentive he suggests, would be to
offer a bit of cash, in the form of a
scholarship, which are common
at university.
His comment on RRCC is that
"as an educational institute
RRCC has university beaten
hands down, but the sports
program is lacking financial -backing- our budget is zero
almost."
"The volleyball team has a lot
of potential," says Bridle. "There
is a tournament October 13 that
will let us know what sort of
chance we have."

Support
RRCC
Rebel's
volleyball

This year Bridle and his team
intend to publicize their games on
CMOR, in the Projector and on
posters around the school, in an
effort to stimulate more fan
support than in past years.
Bridle's goal is to follow in his
father's footsteps. Like the
former RRCC volleyball coach,
the younger Bridle wants to win
the 4-West gold.

See North Gym for
game times
They're your Rebels!
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